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Check us out on 

Facebook! 

Alpha Zeta Fraternity -
Cornell Chapter

https://www.facebook.com/
AZCornellChapter/  

AZ NEWS 
April 2021 SPRING EDITION

Incoming Chancellor’s Note 

I am honored and humbled that my fellow brothers and sisters have elected me Chancellor of Alpha Zeta 
Fraternity. The incoming Executive Board and I come from many different backgrounds. Each of us contrib-
utes a valued perspective that will help our members and our organization progress. We look forward to 
providing our members with opportunities that will help them grow and develop into tomorrow’s leaders of 
the agricultural industry and related fields. As a sophomore transfer to Cornell, I found it challenging to meet 
driven individuals with whom I shared interests. Rather than finding a group of students from urban cities 
from the West Coast, I decided to join an organization that traditionally garnered students from rural 
backgrounds. In doing so, I found my closest friends at Cornell, not in our shared interests, but in our differ-
ences; I believe that it is our diversity, not uniformity, that allows us to connect, learn about each other’s   
differences, and continue the advancement of agriculture and its related industries. The current COVID-19 
pandemic has put a strain on all of us and has redefined “normalcy” over the past year. As Chancellor, I aim 
to keep our members healthy, both physically and mentally. I plan to seamlessly guide our organization 
through this challenging period while also providing new, safe opportunities for our members to excel in 
their fields of interest. 

Connor Tamor  ‘22 

Kent Wells Scholarship 

2020 Recipient
Mary Garrison ’21  

Congratulations Mary! 

• Cornell Reunion Weekend

June 12, 2021

• AZ Alumni Summer Picnic 
Saturday, August 7, 2021 
Lime Hollow Nature Center, 
Gracie Road, Cortland, NY. 
email kff2@cornell.edu  to 
RSVP.

A slumbering Ag Quad awaiting the return of students for the 

spring!  And hoping for a bit of sun now and again... 

https://www.facebook.com/AZCornellChapter/
https://www.facebook.com/AZCornellChapter/
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Member Efforts Across Campus! 

Outgoing Chancellor’s Note 

As the Chancellor of Alpha Zeta for the past year, I have learned a lot about what it takes to be both a 
leader and a team player, especially with the challenges posed by COVID-19. Coming into the position last 
spring, I certainly did not expect a pandemic to cut our time on campus short and force us to finish the 
semester off from home. It was a struggle to find ways to bond as a house these past two semesters 
without our usual house activities, but I am proud of how hard all the actives worked to stay connected and 
safe during these unprecedented times. I especially applaud the executive board officers and facility 
manager who put their time and effort into creating the pod systems within the house, keeping exposure low 
between members. It was unfortunate that we were unable to hold an Ag Day or National Initiation this fall, 
but I am confident in the ability of the upcoming executive board to carry on our traditions next year. I would 
like to thank all the actives and e-board members who have made my time as the Chancellor an enjoyable 
one, as well as the Corporation Board and alumni who have provided continuous support to our chapter. 
Alpha Zeta has changed my Cornell experience for the better, and it will forever hold a special
place in my heart. 

Mary Garrison ‘21

Grazing Sheep on Solar Array Sites 

Our study intends to hone in on this field as we investigate the density of sheep per acre of solar panels at 
which pollinator visitation and soil carbon sequestration is optimized. Another aspect of this research 
involves communicating the additional benefits of solar grazing, such as, the ability for farmers to diversify 
their product, financial stability from increased numbers of solar companies commissioning solar grazing 
flocks, and of course, sustainable agriculture techniques. This fulfilling work challenges me to develop my 
skills in agriculture education and outreach. I have learned how to communicate our research through 
various mediums such as a website I developed [link] and via social media on instagram 
(@cornellprosheep). Although the summer of 2020 was not at all what I expected, I am extremely excited 
about the work I have been able to do and its implications for the future of sustainable sheep agriculture!  
Link to website:  https://blogs.cornell.edu/grazing/ 

Agnes Guillo ‘21

Agnes Guillo '21 and
 one of her grazing team members! t!

Like so many others, my plans for the summer of 
2020 were completedly changed by Covid-19. After 
my summer internship was postponed, I was 
presented with the opportunity to work remotely for 
the 'Grazing Sheep on Solar Array Sites to Optimize 
Pollinator Plant Species and Sequester Soil Carbon' 
research project conducted by Dr. Mike Thonney and 
Dr. Niko Kochendoerfer. Sheep grazing on a solar 
field is an example of agrivoltaics, a burgeoning field 
that involves the collection of agricultural and solar 
energy sources.

https://blogs.cornell.edu/grazing/
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A Sustainable Alpha Zeta 

I’m a junior studying plant sciences at Cornell University with a concentration 
in sustainability and a passion for controlled environment agriculture (CEA).

I have been the sustainability chair at Alpha Zeta for the past two semesters. 
It first started with asking my fellow members to turn off the lights when they 
left the room and be more mindful of what they recycle. I’m very proud of the 
house for coming together to support sustainably-minded projects such as
the AZ compost. As I’ve learned in my plant sciences classes, changing the 
way we eat and reducing our food waste is one of the most impactful ways 
we can reduce our carbon footprint.
 About one third of all the food in the US is wasted by grocery stores and the 
consumer, most of this food ends up in landfills and you may be thinking, oh 
well it’s biodegradable it’ll break down eventually. Unfortunately that’s not 
the case, the food in landfills cannot breakdown properly when it is 
surrounded by plastic and other trash. Instead, food waste thrown into the

garbage produces methane, a greenhouse gas with approximately 30 times the warming potential as 
compared to CO2 (according to a Princeton University research study). While it's true, individual action is
not enough to reduce the effects of global warming, community action such as composting all of the food 
waste, napkins, and paper towels for the 20 members living at AZ is a great start! 

I communicated with Lloyd Harris, our beloved chef, and Peter 
Seznec, our beloved house dad, to get all the necessary supplies 
to build a giant compost behind our house. I worked with my fel-
low members Colden Proe, Diego Hernandez, and Joe Naughton 
to turn a pile of shipping palettes into a fully functional compost 
bin. It was guarded like Fort Knox with chicken wire trenched 8 
inches down to keep out those pesky skunks that frequent Ithaca. 
Within three days the skunks had found us. They easily dug under-
neath the chicken wire and feasted on our leftovers, especially 
our meat scraps. Yes, you can actually compost meat! Just maybe not behind your house in Ithaca, NY. 
Our skunk problem was one of the best things to happen, because I realized that Tompkins County has a 
free food scrap drop off service. In Tompkins County, you can drop off up to 10 gallons of food scraps, 
napkins, and paper towels per day at one of their many locations. Many municipalities across the country 
are implementing this food scrap service to increase sustainability and produce fertile compost. After we 
banned meat in the AZ compost, the skunks were no longer an issue. After a few years of decomposition, 
we plan to use the AZ compost to amend our beautiful gardens in the front of our house. I hope this story 
has inspired you and your family to consider composting at home or with your local municipality.
The COVID semester was definitely a challenge, but it gave me the opportunity to do many projects around 
the house and apply for CALS Charitable Trust funding, and for that I am grateful. I installed a hydroponic 
lettuce garden, which I constructed out of an old storage container to grow fresh lettuce accessible to all 
house members in the student fridge. 

Jonah Helmer  ‘22 

Active Member News 
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Through generous contributions from AZ alumni, the CALS Charitable Trust academic 
enrichment program fosters the educational goals of CALS undergraduate students; 
specifically, active members of Alpha Zeta fraternity, by providing financial support for 
activi-ties that complement and enhance student’s academic experience at Cornell, and 
for which funding is often not available. 

The CALS Charitable Trust would like to congratulate the fall 2020 academic enrichment grant awardees.  
Annika Gerlach (2022, IDS) will use her grant to defray costs associated with living expenses during her 
spring semester internship in State government in Albany, NY.  Agnes Guillo (2021, Animal Science) is 
interning for the academic year with the urban agriculture research project with the Cornell Small Farms 
program and also involved in research and extension/outreach to develop resources for Spanish speaking 
farmers in NYS.  Her grant covers living expenses during winter term because living at AZ isn’t an option 
due to COVID restrictions.  Lauren Jung (2021, Food Science) is participating in a winter term internship at 
Tyson Foods Discovery Center in Chicago, IL.  Her grant will go towards the expensive living and travel 
expenses.  Jonah Helmer’s (2020, AgSci/ Viticulture&Enology) grant will support work with the Ithaca 
Science Center to build an educational and interactive aquaponics system there. 

The Trust receives many thoughtful letters from grant recipients.  We would like to share one such letter from Colden 
Proe (2022, Viticulture and enology) who received an academic enrichment grant in spring 2020. Wendy Weichert '87

“During the summer of 2020, I fulfilled my degree requirement for a 
viticulture internship at Dr. Konstantin Frank winery in 
Hammondsport,NY. At Dr. Franks, I worked on many standard
vineyard operations and saw how a large winery in the Finger Lakes 
functions. Through the summer, I worked in the vineyards 
maintaining and building trellises, lifting wires, pulling leaves, 
scouting for pests and diseases, and putting up bird and deer 
netting.  On the winery side, I had an opportunity to see an industrial 
scale winemaking facility, complete with a chemistry lab, tanks up to 
10,000 gallons, unique amphora fermentation vessels, and 
underground cellars full of barrels of aging wine. In retail, I saw the 
effort that goes into creating an impactful tasting experience that 
moves consumers to purchase wine, as well as the volume of wine 
that gets shipped out of the winery every day, from pallets-full going 
to retailers, to boxes of only a few cases for local area restaurants. 

The funds provided by the CALS Charitable Trust were in-strumental in covering the cost of living- rent, gas, and food, 
during this summer.  I am grateful for the experience that I gained this summer and think that it will be influential in a 
future career in viticulture.”   

Colden Proe ‘22 at Dr. Konstantin Frank Winery in Summer ‘20 

CALS Charitable Trust 

Dear CALS Charitable Trust,
 With your help, I was able to secure housing and transportation for 
an internship in Chicago! For over a month, I’ve been working at 
Tyson Food’s at their discovery center. I wore several different hats 
during this time. I worked with inventory, was a food technician, 
worked with the different equipment, helped with recipe innovation, 
and even was a temporary secretary and helped organized events 
and meetings. This was one of the most valuable learning 
experiences I’ve had! I made connections cross functionally, 
vertically, and even externally! I was able to get the real life hands 
on experience that paralleled my class work. This opportunity was 
appreciated because I wasn’t able to get that hands on work 
experience over the summer and this past semester due to covid. 
Finally, this grant helped me realize which career direction I want to 
go into post graduation. Thank you again! I couldn’t have done it 
without you!   
 Sincerely,  
Lauren A. Jung '21
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AZ Annual Meeting 2020 – New Connections

On December 5, 2020, the AZ Annual Meeting was held via Zoom due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Led by 

Corp Board President Jeff Perry, the 22 alumni, and 3 actives who attended were updated on the past year 

activities, accomplishment of actives in this year of COVID-19, CALS Charitable Trust opportunities,

gatherings of alumni including a virtual summer picnic, house improvements, the treasurer’s report, 

recognition of the deceased members, and more. A social time was built in at the end where alumni and 

actives joined breakout groups in Zoom to talk about AZ memories. Participants then gathered in a full group 

to discuss some highlights and lingering questions about AZ. Fun was had by all! No one admitted to still 

having their pledge week egg yet related stories were enjoyed!  

Kimberly Farrell Fleming '87
 

Our first virtual Annual Meeting, December 5, 2020 —  quite a collection of alumni!

AZ Annual Meeting 
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Sustaining the Jeffrey DeGumbia Memorial Award 

The Jeffrey DeGumbia Award was established in 1994 by the family of Jeff DeGumbia ’95 after Jeff’s

untimely death in a car accident. For the past 25 years, Jeff’s family has generously supported the award 

with annual gifts given to deserving Cornell students who are members of Alpha Zeta Fraternity. Jeff’s 

classmates have recently launched fund raising efforts to endow the award so that it can be given out in 

perpetuity. The administration of the funds will be done by the Cornell Agriculture and Life Sciences (CALS) 

Charitable Trust. 

The aim is to raise $25,000 over the next 5 years to enable an annual award of $1000 to a deserving 
member of Cornell Alpha Zeta Fraternity who, like Jeff did, evinces the spirit of Alpha Zeta Fraternity. 
Please email Dale Porter ‘95 with any questions or your intention to contribute. At the time of this writing, 10 
alumni have pledged to make contributions over the next five years, and $5,200 in contributions has been 
received. Donations from as many alumni as possible are encouraged to reach our goal of $25,000. 

Tax deductible contributions to the award can be made by writing a check to:
“CALS Charitable Trust," note "DeGumbia' in the memo 
and mail to: 
Alpha Zeta, PO Box 5077, Cortland, NY 13045
Dale Porter '93
 

DYSON Scholarships

Four Alpha Zeta students have the honor and benefit of being the recipients of one of the Dyson
Scholarships set up 20 years ago +/- in Cornell's Scholarship campaign.The intent was to recognize 
fraternity leaders with a more desirable financial aid package with less loan and/or work study funds, and a 
higher percentage of grant funding. Through the generosity of these 4 AZ alumni mentioned below, Alpha 
Zeta had the most scholarships, by far, of any fraternity at Cornell.

The donors and the recipients are listed below: 
1) Joseph Fairbank ’48 Scholarship awarded to Mary Garrison
2) David J. '49 & Martha Nolan Scholarship awarded to Allyson Wentworth
3) James R. Weisbeck '59 Scholarship awarded to James Cagle
4) Robert V. Call Jr. '50 Scholarship awarded to Lily Berghorn

Congratulations to the recipients on this honor.    Dick Church ‘64 

Alumni and Community Connections

HIGH COUNCIL NEW ELECTIONS!

Lauren Fessler ' has been elected as the 
current High Chancellor 

George Slack ' has been elected as the 
current High Scribe.  

Outstanding effort by both our Alumni  
Cornell AZ is proud of your service to our 
organization!

mailto:daporter3@yahoo.com
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 Alumni Highlight! 

Have alumni news to share?    Contact Dick Church at: RAC15@cornell.edu 

or mail to: Alpha Zeta, PO Box 5077, Cortland, NY 13045.     

Many thanks to Dick Church ‘64 for collecting and capturing these fine AZ alumni moments! 

James Romack, Class of ‘89 graduated from Cornell with a dual major in Agricultural Economics
and Animal Science. His AZ brothers and sisters will attest to his love of classic cars, Bob Dylan, 
CCR, and milking at the T & R Center. Jim worked in Cornell Cooperative Extension (CCE) for
three years after college but missed the cows and transitioned to a herdsman for a handful of 
dairies over the past 22 years. Jim has recently joined the Delaware County Cornell Cooperative
Extension as a Precision Feeding Educator. Jim works with farms within the Watershed
Agricultural Program to refine their feeding operation with a goal of reducing phosphorus in 
manure to decrease the potential that it migrates into the water. Jim still lives in Candor and splits 
his time between virtual work and data analysis along with farm visits across the county. Jim’s 
depth of experience as a herdsman and penchant for data analysis have allowed him to jump in 
and connect quickly with producers. Jim has been with CCE for over a year and is thoroughly 
enjoying supporting his community producers,  although I do think he misses his cows now and 
again.  It is outstanding to have Jim sharing his stories and experiences with others! Jim can be 
reached at jrr9@cornell.edu 

Submitted by Jeff Perry ’89 

Deceased Members reported at our Annual Meeting in December: 

Bernard "Bud" F. Stanton ‘49
George Lamont '57
N. Joel Edwards '62, DVM '64
George Patrick '64
Richard Scholz '64
Amy Marcus '90
Joseph Lockwood, Associate Member
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Officers 

2020 UNDERGRADUATE OFFICERS 

Chancellor: ..……..      
Censor: …….…….   
Scribe:………..…..  
Treasurer: ……….   
Chronicler: ………  
House Manager: …...…    

     Connor Tamor ‘22      
Nelson Liu ‘23   

Caitlin Russotti ‘22 
Joe Naughton ‘22

Payton Fleming ‘23 
Colden Proe ‘21

Steward: ………….…....    Peter Burritt ‘22
New Member Educator:Joe Naughton ‘22 
New Member Educator:Kristen Briney ‘23 
Recruitment Chair:         Emma Davis  ‘22
Recruitment Chair:     Payton Fleming ‘23

Alumni Records     

Alpha Zeta Fraternity  

PO Box 5077    

Cortland, NY  13045  

   Alumni Officers 

Corporation Board

President………….….. Jeffrey A. Perry '89 
Vice President: …..…Bonnie Muffoletto '88 
Secretary:..Rebecca Tallmadge-Ingram '98 
Treasurer: ………….…....Glenn Gabriel '97 
Members at Large: 

Ken Marley  '00 
Rebecca Franklin '92 
Howard Mahony   '93
Kimberly Farrell Fleming '87 
Judy Moody '05 

  Advisors 

Cindy van Es (Associate ‘08) 
Todd Schmit  (Wisconsin Gamma ‘ 90) 

Annual Dues:  Please consider sending your annual dues of $50 (made out  to 

CALS Charitable Trust) to the AZ Alumni, PO Box 5077, Cortland, NY 13045 

address. The Corp Board and CALS Trust are coordinating efforts in supporting 

the actives. The annual support will allow the Trust to continue to grow and 

support future actives. Jeff Perry ‘89 Corp Board President.  

[Pay pal is still available on the CALS Trust page  — www.alphazeta-cornell.org]




